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Abstract

The focus of this study is to evaluate the impact of corporate ownership structure on
the overall performance of stock exchanges. This study distinguishes in particular
mutual versus demutualized ownership. London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong
Stock Exchange are chosen as study cases, because London Stock Exchange is one of
the world leading stock exchanges and Hong Kong Stock Exchange is definitely one
of the most important emerging market stock exchanges. That is why the results
obtained by comparing these two stock exchanges could serve as good indicator in
understanding the effects of demutualization process on the whole stock exchange
sector and retain the subtle differences in micro-behavior of the stock exchanges
undergone the same transformation.
In this paper the simple descriptive statistics is used as the method of analysis, in
association to a profound review of the literature in this area. The data illuminate the
fact that demutualized stock exchanges hold a stronger operating performance and a
better performance in term of shareholder’s return than mutual exchanges. The result
is generally in line with the basic theories in the area of corporate governance and
empirical studies in this specific area like Aggarwal (2006), Mendiola and O’Hara
(2003) and Hart and Moore (1996).

Key words: stock exchange, demutualization, ratio, performance, mutual,
organizational structure, profit.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The demutualization of stock exchanges is a recent new phenomenon in the economic
world with a history of approximately 20 years, meaning that till the early 1990s,
most of world stock exchanges were non-profit, mutual organizations with monopoly
power, owned by their members. Their most important characteristic is a very strong
and close identity between the owners of the stock exchange and its clients, final
consumers of its trading services, because usually, the owners are at the same time its
clients, sharing the profits of the company in accordance with the level of their
participation in the ownership. Due to the recent years’ technology improvements and
competitive environment changes, new opportunities alongside with new threats were
created for stock exchanges. As an answer to these new threats stock exchanges began
to change their ownership organizational form. In our studies by the means of
descriptive statistics analysis using the examples of London Stock Exchange and
Hong Kong Stock Exchange we show that demutualized exchanges have a better post
listing share and operative performance than mutual exchanges. Our analysis of the
effect of the change in the ownership form of stock exchanges has been influenced by
the research of Aggarwal (2006) and Mendiola and O’Hara (2003). Some empirical
work in this area was made by Hart and Moore (1996), Domowitz and Steil (1999),
Pirrong (2000), Karmel (2000), Schmiedel (2001), Schmiedel (2002) andElliot
(2002).

1.1) Problem of study

As authors of this paper we intended to answer the following question: Does the
effectiveness and performance of a stock exchange increase after it changes its
ownership form from mutual to for-profit? To answer this question we analyzed the
post listing share price performance of London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong
6

Stock Exchanges using descriptive statistics and the evolution of the main financial
ratios for the above-mentioned stock exchanges for the period 1999-2007.

1.2) Purpose of study

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of corporate ownership structure
on the overall performance of stock exchanges. This study distinguishes in particular
mutual versus demutualized ownership.

1.3) Methodology and Data Collection
In our paper we have used secondary data (1997-2007) in the majority of cases from
research papers and economic journals alongside with data from internet websites.
Thus for analyzing stock prices we used the daily stock price statistics from
www.reuters.com

and

www.finance.yahoo.com.

For

evaluating

operating

performance we used reports and data from the official web-sites of our two analyzed
stock exchanges: www.londonstockexchange.com and www.hkex.com, alongside
with data provided by World Federation of Exchanges on their web-site www.worldexchanges.org/statistics. Methods that we used in our paper to analyze the operating
and market performance are descriptive statistics for evaluating the post listing share
price performance and the financial ratio analysis using the accounting data to
evaluate stock exchanges market performance as well as their risk and return
relationships profile.

1.4) Limitation of study

Our thesis has of course some limitations and constraints related to the fact that time
period used for analysis was short due to recent history of demutualization. Also when
7

the difference in governance structure is analyzed, the data that are not dependent of
the organizational form should be used. That is why using the share prices as
performance indicator is rather limited.

1.5) Paper outline

The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 1 describes the problem of the thesis, data
and methodology that we have used in our paper alongside with a literature review of
this topic. Chapter 2 gives the reader a widely overlooking introduction to the
demutualization process and will specialize with theoretical and empirical reference
about the historical evolution of stock exchanges, reasons and forces that sustained
the process of demutualization. In Chapter 3 we are presenting our data and the results
we got. Chapter 4 concludes our thesis by summarizing up our results and presenting
some questions about further researches of this topic.

1.6) Literature Review

In the academic world there are different and continuous discussions about the forms
of stock exchange ownership, its efficiency and effects, but in general the most often
used perspective in analysis is the social welfare one. One of the most prolific and
important works from this perspective was accomplished by Hart and Moore (1996).
In their paper are the discussing the competition conditions needed in order to make a
stock exchange to change its organizational structure from mutual to an outsiderowned, showing that a for-profit exchange increase social welfare. Their pricing
models show that, when there is a relatively high competition level, an outsiderowned structure is more socially preferable than a mutual structure. An interesting
point of view in the examination of this area was conducted by Schmiedel in two of
his papers in which as a method of evaluation, the efficiency frontier methods were
8

used for analyzing stock exchange performance. In his papers the author for
calculating efficiency scores uses accounting data, information about the staff and
transaction data, while share price data are not taken into consideration. In the first
paper, Schmiedel (2001) a parametric stochastic frontier model was used for
estimating European stock exchanges cost efficiency during the period 1985 and
1999. Conducting the regression analysis, the author found that demutualization had a
positive effect on cost efficiency. In the second paper, Schmiedel (2002), a nonparametric model had been already used for estimating stock exchanges efficiency
during the period 1993 and 1999. In this paper the author shows that in fact technical
efficiency and the mean of factor productivity gains are much higher for mutual stock
exchanges. Also authors like Krishnamurti et al. (2003) had provided an empirical
contribution for the area of stock exchange ownership forms by comparing the market
quality of National Stock Exchange, a demutualized exchange, with that of the
mutually owned Bombay Stock Exchange. One important and interesting aspect in
analyzing demutualization is the impact of demutualization on stock exchange
operating performance. Unfortunately this subject was not a very often mentioned
subject to academic interest. There are very few papers on this topic and that is why
we could mention only few authors who had analyzed this aspect of demutualization
in their work. Domowitz and Steil (1999) in their work analyzed the impact of
introducing automated systems on trading costs and organizational structure of stock
exchange. The paper by Mendiola and O’Hara (2003) analyzes the share price
performance of publicly listed exchanges after their IPO. In spite of the fact that the
results they have obtained are interesting, it is very difficult to measure the difference
or just to compare the performance of for-profit stock exchanges and mutual stock
exchanges because of the insufficient share price information for mutual exchanges.
Also it is difficult to say anything about the performance of a for-profit stock
exchange prior to its public listing. In a similar way, the paper of Aggarwal (2006),
which employs different accounting profitability measures as indicators for operating
9

performance, only focuses on demutualized, for-profit exchanges. Another important
aspect of this topic was studied by Elliot (2002), Pirrong (2000) and Karmel (2000).
These authors devoted themselves in studying the effect of regulatory issues, because
after demutualization stock exchanges are regulating their trading markets by
themselves. That is why the collision between the interests of a for-profit exchange
and the fair conduct of trading was a particular interest for the above-mentioned
authors.
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CHAPTER 2 Former researches and empirical foundation

The increasing process of globalization and internationalization of financial markets
has washed off the boundaries to access and has put stock exchanges in direct
competition with each other as well as with newly emerged electronic trading
platforms, commonly referred to as “Electronic Communication Networks” (ECNs).
According to the definition provided by SEC the ECN is defined as “any electronic
system that widely disseminates to third parties orders entered into it by an exchange
market maker or over-the-counter ("OTC") market maker, and permits such orders to
be executed in whole or in part”. According to Galper (1999) technological
advancement has fundamentally altered the landscape, enabling exchanges to
overcome national boundaries and reducing the intermediary role of exchange
members. At the same time, these improvements led to the reduction of trading costs
and facilitate the possibility for investors of conducting trading on more than one
stock exchange. This means that investors are no longer tied up in their trading
activity by such limitations as trading time or geographical location. Of course these
changes have seriously affected the sources of income of stock exchanges:
membership fees, listing fees, trading revenues and sale of company data. Lee (2002)
and Otchere (2006) pointed that the significance of these revenue sources is changing.
For example, listing fees have dramatically reduced, as the marginal cost for adding
new members moves to zero. Because of a high pressure on its traditional income
sources, stock exchanges might have to look for other revenue opportunities, but their
ability to do so could be limited by the members if the undertaken endangers the own
interests of the members. Domowitz and Steil (1999) argue that members may oppose
“innovations” that reduce demand for their intermediation services even if such
innovations would enhance the value of the exchange. That is why the mutual
organizational structure of ownership could be considered as an obstacle to the
exchange’s efforts to remain competitive and profitable and even because of its rigid
11

nature the mutual organizational structure could create serious threats to the financial
stability and health of stock exchanges in the changing environment. According to the
World Federation of Exchange (WFE, 2007), in the mid-1990s approximately 90% of
the exchanges within the Federation were mutual companies. By 2000, 63% of them
had changed their mutual structure and in 2006 the weight of mutual’s dropped to
13%.
2.1) Historical evolution of organizational transformation of stock exchanges
Since the demutualization by the Stockholm Stock Exchange which took place in
1993 with the change of its organizational form from a non-profit to a for-profit,
publicly listed organization, a significant number of stock exchanges have
experienced similar changes, this process gaining a global scale (the data confirming
this statement are shown in table 1). For example, the Australian Stock Exchange
became one of the first stock exchanges that went public and became a listed
company. In the same way, the London Stock Exchange, the Deutsche Börse,
alongside with other major European stock exchanges also become public companies.
In Americas, the Toronto Stock Exchange demutualized in 2000, followed by its
owner, the TSX Group, which went public in 2002. In Asia, both of the most
important stock exchanges: Hong Kong Stock Exchange (2000) and Singapore
exchange (1999) are already listed companies. The only significant and important
stock exchange which did not listed its share (despite the fact that it demutualized in
2001), is the Tokyo Stock Exchange. Also the United Sates, the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange demutualized in 2000. In 2003 CME conducted a later initial public
offering (IPO) and listed its shares on the New York Stock Exchange. On April 20th,
2005 New York Stock Exchange announced that it is planning a merger with a
publicly listed electronic exchange Archipelago, the new company becoming a public
listed for-profit organization. It is worth noting that NYSE is one the last major global
exchanges that is undertaking such an organizational transformation. This tendency is
evident both across different continents as well as across stock exchanges that trade
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different types of securities. Also India, Pakistan, Brazil, the Philippines, and some
other countrie’s stock exchanges announced in 2005 their plans to demutualize and to
list their shares. While the largest derivative exchanges (CME, LIFFE, Eurex,
International Securities Exchange and CBOT) are already publicly listed, others
including the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) and International Petroleum
Exchange have demutualized and are planning public listings. This seemingly
unstoppable organizational transformation of exchanges from member owned mutual
to joint-stock companies is unparalleled.

Table 1 - Year of Demutualization of Major Exchanges; Source: Reena Aggrawal and Sandeep Dahiya, “The Demutualization and Public Offering of
Financial Exchanges”, November 6, 2005

According to the data of the World Federation of Exchanges the weight of mutuals
dropped out dramatically from 40% in 1999 to only 25% in 2003. In the same period
of time, the number of demutualized stock exchanges raised from 10% in 1999 to
25% in 2003. Also looking at the situation of the most important world stock
exchanges, from 10 of them grouped by market capitalization in 2005, we observe
that 80% demutualized, and 7 stock exchanges from those 10 have already self listed.
The fact that almost all major exchanges have undergone demutualization and became
public companies is showing the necessity of having a structure that will allow the
exchange to be able to respond to the industry challenges (Otchere, 2007).
As it shown in figure 1 it is absolutely clear that the majority of stock exchanges have
already changed their organizational structure. As we can see 70% of the entire stock
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market capitalization is at this moment on demutualized and listed exchanges. Stock
Exchanges that demutualized but have not yet listed their shares account for other
19%. Also we can see that Europe and Americas are dominated by listed exchanges.
In Asia demutualized and listed exchanges represents 26%, but the total weight of
demutualized stock exchanges represents for 81%.

Figure 1 - World Federation of Exchanges, 2006. WFE Annual Report & Statistics 2006

In 2006 listed exchanges represented 75% of revenues and cost of the industry (Figure
2)
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Figure 2 - World Federation of Exchanges, 2007. WFE Annual Report & Statistics 2007

2.2) Reasons and forces that led to demutualization of stock exchanges
Technology improvements, increasing economic competition and the associated costs
led stock exchanges to revise their entrepreneurial strategies. As an answer, a large
number of stock exchanges have demutualized (Aggarwal, 2002). Besides, the
increasing conflicts in the stock exchanges member’s interests and tough competition
led to a reduction in the stock exchanges wealth. As a result, this led to a change in
the stock exchanges governance structure, or saying it otherwise to demutualization
(Serifsoy, 2006). At the beginning, stock exchanges were conducted as non-profit
firms with significant membership fees being charged for the access to trading floors.
The rise of electronic trading systems (ETS) allowed a reduction of the marginal cost
close to zero for accepting a new member which at its turn is a motive for
demutualization. In addition many of the largest institutional traders have developed
capabilities to “internalize” a large volume of trade wherein they can match the buy
and sell orders without going to the exchange. These developments have strained the
traditional organizational structure of stock exchanges.
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Alongside with other factors that fastened up the demutualization, for example such
initiatives as the Single European Market, and the Big Bang1 reforms in United
Kingdom, made securities trading much more competitive.

2.2.1) Conflicts of interests between the existing owners

In the mutual exchange, the main problem is the balance between members/owners’
interest with that of the investors. Just as stock exchanges become more and more
sophisticated, the interests of various member groups began to diverge. This has led to
tremendous tensions in the governance and decision making of stock exchanges. In
some sense, demutualization can be perceived as a solution of conflict of interest by
segregating the ownership from the membership and trading rights thus allowing a
proper running of the stock exchanges’ management. Also by transforming itself into
a for-profit investor owned organization, the managers of the stock exchange are able
now to focus on a single group, its owners. This simplification of governance
structure allows for faster decision making. The performance improvement could be
explained by the fact that self-listing is a perfect opportunity for managers of the stock
exchange to accept profitable projects that they would have not taken under the
mutual structure.
Despite its advantages, demutualization is not without its distinct regulatory
challenges, such as how to rationally divide governance of the demutualized exchange
among other exchange, the government and other self regulatory organizations
(SROs). However, one of the most important regulatory challenges inherent in the
demutualization of stock exchanges is the management of conflicts of interest. The
for-profit nature raises the possibility that exchanges may be so preoccupied with
profits that it may:
1

The reforms changes concerning the stock exchange that came into effect in UK in 1986, were to be usualy called in
the literature to as the "Big Bang.". Fixed commission charges were abolished, leading to an alternation in the structure
of the market, and the right of member firms to act as market makers as well as agents was also abolished.
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(1) Abuse its position as both market participant and market regulator to its own
advantage;
(2) Sacrifice effective regulation in order to achieve the short term goal of
maximizing shareholder profits.
Conflicts of interest can be managed in a number of ways, notably by
reorganizing the corporate structure of the exchange itself. Many demutualized
exchanges have addressed conflicts of interests by dividing their business branch from
their regulatory branch, with this regulatory branch being subject to governmental
oversight. Legislation provides another means by which conflicts of interest can be
managed. For example, a government may pass legislation limiting share ownership
in a demutualized exchange so as to avoid giving a single shareholder undue influence
over the affairs of the exchange, or may impose stringent reporting obligations on a
demutualized exchange to ensure that it is in compliance with its supervisory
obligations.

2.2.2) Increasing role and competition from the alternative trading systems

The technological improvements from the last decade offered the possibility of
conducting trades using remote connections and thus a number of alternative trading
platforms have risen. This fact put a lot of pressure on the traditional stock exchanges
in the way that they were pushed to adopt new and more efficient electronic trading
systems. One interesting fact is that in Europe where the process of demutualization
started much earlier than in the rest regions of the world the weight of the ECN’s is
still very small and not significant. By following the demutualization path the
European stock exchanges were able to gain more operational freedom. The new
electronic trading systems which were adopted by stock exchanges allowed them to
reduce the importance of regional location in the process of executing trades. In return
this put a lot of pressure on small regional exchanges, because the liquidity began to
17

move towards larger exchanges. As a result the change in the organizational structure
from mutual to publicly-listed companies opened for these exchanges the opportunity
of undertaking mergers and acquisitions just to face this growing threat. Also by
adopting the new technological developments the stock exchanges could thus
integrate better their trading activities with clearing and settlement, which in turn also
led to consolidation in the securities industry.

2.2.3) Mergers between financial exchanges around the world

Mergers and acquisitions also can be viewed as a factor that fastened the process of
demutualization, because this give the opportunity for stock exchanges to face reality
of the changes in the economic environment, enhance available synergies and even to
survive. From the most recent merger news NASDAQ Stock Market declared that it is
now in the last stage of definitive agreement with Philadelphia Stock Exchange
concerning the acquisition of the later one. This step definitely points that NASDAQ
at the moment is seeking alternatives of diversifying its activities from only cash
equity trading to also the equity option trading. Also alongside with Philadelphia
Stock Exchange acquisition, NASDAQ was engaged in a deal with Borse Dubai
concerning the takeover of Scandinavian exchange operator OMX. On May 25, 2007
NASDAQ agreed to buy the Swedish-Finnish financial company that controls 7
Nordic and Baltic stock exchanges OMX for USD 3.7 billion to form NASDAQ
OMX Group. As of February 27, 2008, the deal has just been completed. This deal
supposes that Borse Dubai after the acquisition of OMX will pass it to NASDAQ for
19.9% of the newly created company alongside with the 28% of NASDAQ share in
London Stock Exchange. Also during the recent years world's biggest futures
exchange was created as a result of the merger of the Chicago Board of Trade (CBT)
with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). From other mergers plans there were
announced some rumors about a possible partnership of Bursa Malaysia with CME.
18

The possible partnership with Bursa Malaysia is explained by the fact that Bursa
Malaysia at the moment is looking for new sources for expanding its business just in
order to face the competition from Singapore Exchange, its neighbor, which had a
very high growth in option trading in the recent years.
The present tendencies show that the factors that have supported the demutualization
of stock exchanges are going to be important in the future as well. The non-profit
organization structure is in many aspects too limited and is frequently driving to
decision blocking as competing interests influence the stock exchange strategy. Most
of stock exchanges have accepted this and already transformed themselves into forprofit corporations (Aggarwal, 2006).
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CHAPTER 3 Data analysis

In this part of the thesis by the means of descriptive statistics we are evaluating the
performance of London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange after
demutualization using post listing daily share prices just to evaluate the stock price
performance alongside with the analysis of the most important financial ratios using
the official financial statements of the above-mentioned stock exchanges.
3.1) Stock price performance
In this section we discuss the case of the London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong
Stock Exchange as examples of the stock price performance of exchanges that have
successfully listed their stocks2. Figure 3 shows the cumulative daily return1
performance until April 3 2009 (for London Stock Exchange we use as the starting
listing date 23.07.2001 and for Hong Kong Stock Exchange the listing date is
01.03.2002).
Cumulative daily return
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Figure 3. Cumulative daily return of London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange

2

Daily stock prices data were taken from www.reuters.com and www.finance.yahoo.com
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As we can see in figure 3 the cumulative return had strong performance leading up to
the third quarter of the year 2007. London Stock Exchange cumulative return reached
its maximum on December 31 with a total value of 473, 62%. On the other hand a
much more spectacular result was achieved by Hong Kong Stock Exchange which on
October 31 hit the value of 2286, 52%! Such outstanding result could be explained by
a very high rate of economic development that Asian countries experienced at that
time, especially China. As beginning with the year 2008 and with the deepening
world economic crisis, the cumulative return of stock exchanges went down as well,
and the example of London Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange just
proves this statement. Despite this, at April 3 2009 both stock exchanges still show a
considerable cumulative return: 75,80% for London Stock Exchange and 662,41% for
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Also using the historical share price evolution we were
able to check if the CAPM holds for our analyzed stock exchanges. Thus, the results
obtained by conducting a daily analysis of share price change for London Stock
Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange definitely sustain the CAPM model. From
the table 2 Hong Kong Stock Exchange has a higher average daily return of 0,17%
versus 0,06% which is explained by the higher risk of holding Hong Kong Stock
Exchange shares: 3,21% versus 2,65% .

Exchange
London Stock Exchange
Hong Kong Stock
Exchange

Average

Standard
deviation

Variance

0,06%

2,65%

0,07%

0,17%

3,21%

0,10%

Table 2 Risk and return analysis for LSE and HKE an a daily basis from the listing date till April 3 2009/for LSE we
used as listing date July 23 2001 and for HKE March 01 2002.

As well, in case an investor is considering investing in both of our analyzed stock
exchanges as parts of a well diversified portfolio with non-systematic risk
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approaching zero, then instead of using the total risk we used the firm specific risk or
β. Thus for London Stock Exchange β=1,27 and for Hong Kong Stock Exchange
β=1,57. 3Once again a stock with a higher risk is offering a higher return.
Using the data from the Table 3 we compared the long run performance of London
Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange with the performance of relevant
stock market index. Essentially, we computed the buy and hold returns to an investor
who bought the newly listed stock on the first day versus buy and hold returns of
investing in a comparable market index.
The strong post-listing returns probably reflect the attractiveness of underlying
business model of these two exchanges in particular and of stock exchange sector in
general. Some analysts have argued that most exchanges enjoy quasi monopoly status
whose competitors face significant barriers to entry. If these arguments have merit we

Exchange
London Stock
Exchange
Hong Kong Stock
Exchange

Listing
date

Cumulative Returns /Listing to April 3 2009
Exchange Comparable Index Difference

23.07.2001

75,80%

-25,20%

101,00%

01.03.2002

662,41%

-4,15%

666,56%

Table 3. Cumulative returns/Listing to April 3 2009

should expect to see superior operating performance by these two public listed
exchanges. Next, we examine the operating performance of exchanges.
Also the effect of changing the organizational structure can be seen on such important
features as the number of companies listed on the stock exchange and as well as the
domestic market capitalization. Using the data provided by World Federation of
Exchanges we observe a positive relationship between demutualization and the above
mentioned features. Thus, after changing organizational structure the number of listed
3

β data for LSE and HKE were taken from www.reuters.com
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companies increased for LSE by almost 42% since 2001 (year of demutualization)
and by 57% for HKE since 2000 (year of demutualization). For the same time period
the domestic market capitalization increased by 77,93% for LSE and by 325,8% for
HKE. These results definitely show that the efficiency and performance of our two
stock exchanges improved after demutualization.

3.2) Operating performance
In our analysis of operating performance we used some widely used measures such as
the Return on Equity, Return on Assets and Operating Margin for the 2007 fiscal
year4. As reported in Figure 3, during 9 years between the years 1999 and 2007 the
profits of the analyzed stock exchanges showed a strong growing tendency, with
178,5 million pounds for London Stock Exchange and 6169,27 million
(approximately) Hong Kong dollars for Hong Kong Stock Exchange at the end of the
year 2007.
PROFIT ATTRIBUTABLE TO SHAREHOLDERS, in Hong Kong $’000
6 169 278

7000000
6000000

6926 86
2 00 3

13 3955 8

58 8505
2 00 2

2 00 5
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8 7364 7

1000000

2 00 0

2000000

5206 66

3000000

2 00 4

4000000

251 8569

5000000

PROFIT ATTRIBUTABLE TO
SHAREHOLDERS

4

2 00 7

2 00 6

1 99 9

0

All ratios used in our analysis were calculated using the data from financial statements presented in Appendix.
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LSE profit for the financial year, ₤ mil
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Figure 3 Historical evolution of profits for LSE and HKE for the period of 1999-2007

At the same time at the end of the year 2007 the profit margin for London and Hong
Kong stock exchanges was 32.67% and 73,53% respectively. Also an interesting
feature to observe is the structure of the revenues of London Stock Exchange and
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Thus the most important sources of LSE in 2007 were
income from trading services with 49%, income from sale of information with 26%,
income from listing activities with 15%. For HKE the situation is different. Thus, the
major sources of its income were: trading activities (same as trading services) 37%,
post trading activities (Clearing and settlement fees + Depository, custody and
nominee services fees) 26% and investment activities 15%. In table 4 as well as in
figure 4 the differences between income sources are shown in a more detailed way.
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LSE income sources
Issuer Services
15%

mil ₤

Trading
Services
49%

HKE income sources
Stock
Trading fees
Exchange
and trading
listing
tariff
fees
37%
8%

Information services
26%

Post trade Services
8%

Other
Services
2%

$’000
Clearing
and
settlement
fees
19%

Depository,
custody and
nominee
services fees
7%

Income from
sale of
information

Net
investment
income

Other
income

8%

15%

6%

Table 4. Major income sources for the year 2007

LSE Income Structure

2%
8%

15%

Issuer Services
Trading Services
Information services
Post trade Services
Other Services

26%

49%
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HKE Income Structure

6%

15%

37%
Trading fees and trading tariff
Stock Exchange listing fees
Clearing and settlement fees
Depository, custody and nominee services fees
Income from sale of information
Net investment income
Other income

8%

7%

8%
19%

Figure 4 LSE and HKE Income structure for 2007

One of the most important features that describe the company’s performance is the
ROE. Both of our stock exchanges have a double-digit number for return on equity.
At the end of the year 2007 the ROE for London Stock Exchange was 14,07% and the
ROE for Hong Kong Stock Exchange was 74,64%. At the same time the return on
assets (ROA) of our stock exchanges was 0.91% and 7,01% for London and Hong
Kong stock exchanges respectively. Another feature that characterizes the
performance is the liquidity ratio. For the year 2007 both stock exchanges had a
current liquidity ratio close to 1: 0,98 for LSE and 1,0 for HKE. Such a level of
liquidity indicates that usually the stock exchanges do not encounter any problems in
covering their current liabilities. Among other financial ratios we can mention that
both of our stock exchanges are using almost the same percentage of debt in their
capital structure. Thus for the year 2007 the debt/assets for LSE and HKE were 0,94
and 0,9 respectively. Also for the same time period both stock exchanges were
showing very high level of leverage. Thus the Leverage (debt/equity) and equity
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multiplier for LSE were 14,42 and 15,42. Almost the same situation is experienced by
HKE: Leverage level of 9,5 and Equity multiplier level of 10,5. Besides the abovementioned financial ratios, LSE and HKE have very close numbers in terms of
business risk ratio (Standard deviation of Operating Profit/Average of Operating
Profit). So, during the period 1999-2007, the business risk ratio for LSE was 0,74
while the same ratio for HKE was 0.69.
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CHAPTER 4 Conclusion and research perspective

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of corporate ownership structure
on the overall performance of stock exchanges. This study was centered in particular
on mutual versus demutualized ownership.
As our results are showing, after undergoing demutualization both of our stock
exchanges showed a positive change in their performance. Thus, looking at the results
for post listing stock price performance the cumulative return was positive and large,
even in present crisis times. Alongside with this the high increase in market
capitalization for both of our analyzed stock exchanges after demutualization are
definitely a sign of an increased efficiency. Same positive results can be observed by
examining the operative performance of these 2 stock exchanges. Thus as London
Stock Exchange as well as Hong Kong Stock Exchanges have continuously growing
profits with large profit margin and high value of returns on equity (ROE). All other
financial ratios are just supporting the above-mentioned statement. So, as a
consequence, the process of demutualization has positive effects on the performance
and efficiency of the stock exchange and the results we got confirmed that
demutualized versus mutual ownership in the stock exchange sector hold a better
operative, as well as better post listing stock price performance. Despite this, our
results as well as other similar results are subject to some limitations: time period
used for analysis was short due to recent history of demutualization. Also when the
difference in governance structure is analyzed, the data that are not dependent of the
organizational form should be used. That is why using the share prices as performance
indicator is rather limited.
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4.1) Conclusions
Stock exchanges are continuously looking to conduct their activity as for-profit
organizations using business strategies capable to face competition challenges posed
by other competitors or new electronic trading platforms. That is why even the
existence of stock exchanges is deeply tied up with their ability in generating high of
trading volumes and offering the execution of their services at efficient and low costs.
In general, the demutualization of stock exchanges is offering a certain range of
advantages:
- Abolishment of the member’s intermediation monopoly.
- A more effective and better response to the investors (direct and cost effective
exchange access).
- Generation of required level of investments that is offering the appropriate
returns to their owners.
- Demutualization leads itself to improved governance. This is achieved by:
(i)

Drifting the stock exchange ownership to a larger investors’ group with
proper

protection

measures

preventing

a

high

power/ownership

concentration.
(ii)

Stock exchange management should be performed by a professional board.

(iii)

More competitive services should be offered by investing in new automated
trading platforms.

The demutualized stock exchanges are continuously pushed to adopt cost efficient
strategies and broad up their revenue sources in order to improve their
competitiveness. Alongside with this, the obtained gains are reinvested in new
technology or in the modernization of the existing one which at its turns positively
affects the stock exchange performance.
In the end, it is worth to mention that the stock exchange organizational structure will
only produce the difference if the company itself will be well, fairly and efficiently
governed.
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4.2) Further research perspective
After analyzing from different points of view the process of demutualization of stock
exchanges, we would like to raise some questions to research about the future
perspective of stock exchanges’ development.
4.2.1) Could ever stock exchanges go bankrupt?
Despite all advantages and opportunities that raise from the process of
demutualization it is still too early to make an evaluation of the success of
demutualization. An important problem is how a demutualized and privately owned
stock exchange should be regulated? Also just because as in the case of all other
privately owned firms it will be interesting for stock exchanges to observe in which
way the conflicts of interests between owners and investors (stock exchanges’ clients)
could be solved. During the recent years stock exchanges showed a solid financial
performance. However, in crisis time any for-profit firm could find itself in financial
difficulties. That is why it will be very interesting to observe how stock exchanges
will avoid bankruptcy probability and of course if they will be even allowed to go
bankrupt as any other ordinary for-profit firm.
4.2.2) Will the mergers and consolidation of stock exchanges lead to a reduced
competition and as a result to an increase in prices for its clients?
There are a lot of controversial opinions about the future consequences of stock
exchanges’ consolidation. One important feature of consolidation is a reduction in the
number of its market participants through mergers and acquisitions. That is why such
a reduction could be seen as a decrease of competition in this financial area. As a
result of a reduced competition its clients could end up with higher prices because of
higher profit margins that could be adopted by stock exchanges after this
consolidation wave.
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4.2.3) As a consolidation consequence and a widening range of activities
performed by demutualized stock exchanges could the reduced quality of its
services be a possible threat for entire financial system?
When we are talking about any for-profit company we are definitely paying attention
to the quality of products or services provided by this company especially in case
when these products and services are crucial for the stability and future development
of the whole world economy. In case of stock exchanges this is getting even more
important because its products in a straight forward way are influencing the world
business cycle. That is why inadequate quality of information concerning prices,
inadequate trading, listing and settlement services can negatively affect the whole
world community. For example low quality in information could lead to a possible
creation of “wrong" prices that on its turn could lead to a wrong or bad resources
allocation; the “not appropriate” clearing and settlement procedures could menace the
whole financial system stability. All these inefficiencies and threats become bigger as
the stock exchange become more and more consolidated and concentrated.
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